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Alphabet Pack: Brick Building Pack 

REQUIRED MATERIALS: 

• Laminator or Page Protectors 
• Dry Erase Marker 
• LEGO™ or other Classic Building Brick 
• Optional Base mat (6.25x6.25 shown above) 

 

What’s Included: 

This pack includes 52 alphabet task cards (on 14 sheets of paper) and 26 follow-up worksheets. 
There is an additional universal worksheet called, “Brick Letter of the Day” that can be used 
with any of the task cards. The universal follow-up worksheet builds key math skills as students 
use their build to report different qualities.  

How to Use: 

These task cards are designed to fit perfectly inside standard task card photo containers. (4x6) 
After laminating the cards, cut them apart and store them inside a task box.  There are 52 task 
cards so they should fill up about half of the box, leaving you room to store a dry erase marker. 
Each task card gives students an example of how to build the letter as well as uppercase and 
lowercase letter formation.  Each follow up worksheet features a beginning letter animal and 
allows children to color their build to match. Students then expand on the handwriting practice 
of both uppercase and lowercase versions of the letter.  Alternatively you can pair the task 
cards with the universal follow-up worksheet and students will work on drawing to scale, 
counting, graphing, comparisons, and more. 
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